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Abstract. Achieving coordination in multi-agent systems has previously been
found to be possible by utilizing local conventions as opposed to relying on the
emergence of global conventions. On another note, fixed-strategy agents have
been researched to manipulate the behaviour of networks with global conven-
tions, but not local conventions. This paper studies how fixed-strategy agents
impact local convention emergence and if they could be useful for both compact
and loose community structures. It is shown that while the existence of a larger
number of fixed-strategy agents generally makes local conventions emerge
faster, only a few fixed-strategy agents are needed to convince communities to
use their fixed action. Finally, fixed-strategy agents are helpful for compact
community networks but not for loose community networks.
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1 Introduction

Conforming to social conventions is an important factor when people make decisions.
People want to fit into their communities or countries by following unwritten rules.
These could for example be to wait in line or using the correct greeting gesture. In order
for people within a community to live together effectively, following conventions is
socially required.

When it comes to artificial intelligence, figuring out how conventions can be fol-
lowed by agents in multiagent systems has been researched in many different ways.
Often this relates to finding a global convention that most of agents in a network have
to follow in order to achieve coordination. For an agent to follow a global convention it
means that it performs the same action as most of the other agents in the network. Hu
and Leung (2017) propose another way to achieve coordination. The network is split
into communities and the goal for the agents is to follow so-called local conventions.
This means that an agent needs to follow the same convention as the other agents
within the same community, but not necessarily with agents from other communities.
Different cultures and countries in the world often have different conventions.
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Therefore, finding local conventions in a network could be used to give a more accurate
representation of these differences, as opposed to finding global conventions.

Another topic that has been researched is how fixed-strategy agents can be used to
influence the normal (learning) agents of a network (Griffiths and Anand 2012;
Marchant et al. 2014). Fixed-strategy agents are agents that always perform the same
action, instead of learning what action to perform in order to follow a convention. In a
sense, they can be seen as being stubborn teachers who try to teach the other agents
what convention to follow, without learning anything themselves.

The work of this paper is primarily based on the work that aforementioned Hu and
Leung (2017) have done with regards to local conventions. Continuing from there, this
paper shows how fixed-strategy agents can be used to impact local convention emer-
gence under community structures. This raises a number of interesting questions. How
many fixed-strategy agents are needed to convince a community to conform to a certain
convention, how they can affect the speed at which local conventions emerge, whether
the placement of the fixed-strategy agents makes any difference to this speed, and if
they could be useful for both compact and loose community structures. These questions
will be investigated in this paper.

This paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 describes related work that has been
done in relation to fixed-strategy agents and local convention emergence in multi-agent
systems. Section 3 describes which underlying methods and definitions have been used
to conduct the experiments. Section 4 shows how the experiments are performed and
what the results are. Section 5 gives the conclusions of the paper and future work is
suggested.

2 Related Work

How fixed-strategy agents impact and manipulate multi-agent systems has been
researched lately. Initially this was experimented on by Sen and Airiau (2007) when
proposing the social learning model. They noticed that only a small number of fixed-
strategy agents were needed in order to convince the other agents of the network to use
their fixed action as a global convention. Griffiths and Anand (2012) showed how
fixed-strategy agents affect the speed at which global conventions emerge and also how
this was affected by inserting them with different placement strategies. Marchant,
Griffiths and Leeke (2014) showed how fixed-strategy agents can be used to destabilize
already existing global conventions.

Communities within a network are clusters of nodes that are internally compactly
connected, but loosely connected to other nodes of the network (Girvan and Newman
2002). In real-life societies where communities exists, it has been shown that local
conventions are common (Cialdini and Trost 1998).

When it comes to achieving coordination in multi-agent systems, most of the work
has been focused on methods related to reaching a global convention. However, as
stated in the introduction, Hu and Leung (2017) found that achieving coordination in
multi-agent systems does not necessarily have to be done through global conventions.
It can also be done by finding local conventions within communities of the network.
This offers an alternative way of achieving coordination that is more flexible since all
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of the agents in the network do not have to perform the same action. They defined
compact community networks where the agents mostly have connections with agents
of the same community and found that local conventions can arise in these networks.

Consequently, the notion of fixed-strategy agents and local conventions in com-
munity structures are separately nothing new. However, the combination of these has
not been studied before and is the topic of this paper.

3 System Model

The system model used for the experiments in this paper is in general similar to the
ones used by Hu and Leung (2017) in their paper. The difference is the inclusion of a
new parameter which indicates the ratio of fixed-strategy agents there are in the net-
work, how the fixed-strategy agents are placed in the network, and how the experi-
ments are run. The subsections of this section will explain how their methods are used
in combination with the fixed-strategy agents.

3.1 Social Learning Model and the Pure Coordination Game

The learning model that has been used for the agents is the social learning model
proposed by Sen and Airiau (2007). Using this model, agents learn by interacting with
one of their randomly selected neighbours, which is done repeatedly a certain number
of iterations. With its randomly selected neighbour, the agent will play a pure coor-
dination game, which was introduced by Shoham and Tennenholtz (1992). The game is
a 2-player-m-action coordination game where the agents are rewarded if they choose
the same action and punished if they choose different actions. The payoff is the same
for each of the actions, resulting in m different Nash equilibria.

The agents have no prior knowledge and cannot observe what action other agents
of the network are choosing. After each iteration, agents update their values for the
different actions. Updating the values will be done using Q-Learning (Watkins and
Dayan 1992) with e-greedy exploration. The fixed-strategy agents do not learn any-
thing from the game, they simply always use their fixed action.

3.2 Local Conventions

The difference between global conventions and local conventions is that with local
conventions the agents in the network can achieve coordination without all of them
necessarily using the same action. This is accomplished by splitting the network into
communities and having a local convention for each community. The definition for
local conventions is given by Hu and Leung (2017) and is structured as follows:

Given a set of N agents, a set of A available actions for each agent, and a partition
C ¼ c1; c2; . . .; cmf g of agents such that 8ci 2 C; ci�N; c1 [ c2 [ . . .[ cm ¼ N,
8ci; cj 2 C; ci \ cj ¼ ;, a local convention cc of community c 2 C is a restriction on
agents of the community c to choose a certain action â 2 A, denoted by cc ! â.
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3.3 Conformity

In order to know when a network has achieved coordination, a measure called con-
formity c has been used. Conformity c, as specified by Hu and Leung (2017), is a
measurement of how well the agents conform to the most dominant action in their
respective communities. Conformity c is on a scale of 0 to 100%. If all of the agents
perform the same action as the other agents in their respective communities, c will be
100% and if all of them perform different actions than the other agents in their
respective communities, c will be 0%. Both the normal agents and the fixed-strategy
agents are included in the conformity. With the measurement c, we set the criterion of
achieving coordination in a network to be c� 90%:

3.4 Network Topology

Generating the networks that are used for the experiments is done using a Gaussian
random partition generator (Brandes et al. 2003), with the addition of a new parameter
for the fixed-strategy agents as well as how to place them. The generator generates
networks that have community structure, meaning that the agents are divided into
different clusters (communities). Each community will be an Erdős-Rényi random
graph and generally have many connections between the agents within the community,
and not so many to other agents of the network (depending on the separation degree
which is explained in the list below).

There are a number of different parameters that goes into the generator:

• a. The number of available actions for each agent to choose from.
• g. The average size of each community.
• v. The standard deviation of the size of each community.
• l. The number of communities.
• r. The separation degree. This is a value between 0 and 1 which indicates how loose

or compact the communities should be. A separation degree of 0 means that there is
no community structure and a separation degree of 1 means that agents only have
connections with agents of their own community. Higher values therefore represent
compact community networks and lower values represent loose community
networks.

• k. The average number of neighbours for an agent. The probability of being a

neighbour with one of the agents in the same community is pin ¼ kr
g�1 and with one

of the agents in another community is pout ¼ k�kr
n�g .

• The percentage of fixed-strategy agents. This is a value between 0 and 1 and shows
the ratio of fixed-strategy agents in the network compared to normal agents. A value
of 0 means that there are zero fixed-strategy agents and a value of 1 means that
every agent is a fixed-strategy agent.

3.5 Placement of Fixed-Strategy Agents

Placing the fixed-strategy agents is done by first generating the network topology and
then replacing some of the normal agents with fixed-strategy agents. Each community
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will be given an equal number of fixed-strategy agents and the fixed-strategy agents
within a community will perform the same fixed action. The fixed action is random for
each community. The fixed-strategy agents are going to be placed according to three
different placement strategies:

• Random. This strategy simply randomly replaces normal agents with fixed-strategy
agents within each community.

• Most neighbours. This strategy replaces the normal agents that have the most
number of neighbours within each community with fixed-strategy agents.

• Fewest neighbours. This strategy replaces the agents that have the fewest number of
neighbours within each community with fixed-strategy agents.

4 Experimental Results

This section shows the results that have been found using the fixed-strategy agents in
different aspects. The experiments are conducted using a combination of the parameters
given in Sect. 3.3 by running the simulations 1,000 times and taking the average value.
If nothing else is stated, the default values for the parameters are a ¼ 5, g ¼ 100,
v ¼ 1, l ¼ 10, k ¼ 10 and r ¼ 0:9. The learning rate of the Q-learning is set to 0.5 and
the exploration rate is set to 0.1. The default placement strategy is random placement.

4.1 The Speed of Local Convention Emergence

One of the interesting questions regarding fixed-strategy agents in networks with
community structure is how effective they can be to increase the speed at which local
conventions emerge, i.e. when the conformity c of the network reaches 90%. This is
illustrated in Fig. 1. As can be seen, the general trend is that more fixed-strategy agents
reduce the amount of iterations needed until local conventions emerge.

Fig. 1. The figure shows how the speed at which local conventions emerge changes when the
percentage of fixed-strategy agents is varied.
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What is interesting to note in the figure is that the fixed-strategy agents do not
always help the local conventions emerge faster. When the population includes only a
few fixed-strategy agents, in this case 1–2%, the process is actually slowed down. It is
not obvious why this would happen. In order to understand this, the experiments of the
next section are run to see if the fixed-strategy agents manage to convince the com-
munities to use their fixed action.

4.2 Convincingness of the Fixed-Strategy Agents

Another interesting question is if, and in that case when, the fixed-strategy agents are
convincing enough for the communities to use their fixed action. This can be verified
by seeing if the local convention that each community ended up conforming to is the
same as the action that the fixed-strategy agents in that community are using. This is
illustrated in Fig. 2. The average percentage of communities that are convinced
increases as the number of fixed-strategy agents increase. With this particular set of
parameters, already when the population includes 4% of fixed-strategy agents, 90% of
the communities are convinced. With 7%, all of the communities are convinced.
Exactly at which percentages this happens varies depending on the other parameters,
but the general trend is the same.

Note that at 0% of fixed-strategy agents, the figure shows that 20% of the com-
munities are convinced. This might seem counterintuitive, but the reason is that the
number of available actions for this simulation is 5 and therefore one fifth, i.e. 20%, of
the communities would have randomly chosen to use the same action as the fixed
strategy agents would have been using. The curve therefore starts at 20% to give a more
accurate representation of the usefulness of the fixed-strategy agents throughout the
graph.

With this knowledge, the uncertainty from Sect. 4.1 can be answered. The reason
why low percentage of fixed-strategy agents can slow down the process of finding local

Fig. 2. The figure shows the percentage of communities that ended up using the same action as
the fixed-strategy agents in that community, while varying the percentage of fixed-strategy
agents.
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conventions is that they are too few to convince the communities to use their fixed
action. Instead, they teach agents to use an action that will later not be used as the local
convention. Thus they ‘spread misinformation’ and slow down the process of normal
agents’ learning of which action should be used.

4.3 Placement Strategies

As described in Sect. 3.3, the fixed-strategy agents will be placed according to three
different strategies. The result is shown in Fig. 3. As can be seen, the different
placement strategies do not have much of an impact on the speed of local convention
emergence. Given how k, the average number of neighbours for each agent, is cal-
culated for these kind of random networks there is not a large difference between the
number of neighbours that the agents have. For the default network specified by this
paper, where k = 10, the agent with the least number of neighbours usually has 2–4
neighbours, and the agent with the most number of neighbours usually has 16–18
neighbours, with most of the agents having 8–12 neighbours.

It therefore becomes clear that the variance in the number of neighbours is too small
to see a significant difference between the strategies. The placement strategies could
have a greater impact if other kinds of networks were used instead. For example for
scale free networks, where a few nodes have a large number of neighbours and the rest
have hardly any neighbours, selecting the few agents with a large number of neigh-
bours as fixed-strategy agents would result in a more powerful impact on the network.

4.4 Varying the Separation Degree

As stated in Sect. 3.3, the separation degree states how loose or compact the com-
munities should be. Figure 4 shows what percentage of instances (simulations) that
manages to reach conformity c of 90% within 100,000 iterations while varying the
percentage of fixed-strategy agents and having different values for the separation

Fig. 3. The figure shows the speed of local convention emergence using different placement
strategies.
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degree. For high values of the separation degree, i.e. 0.8 and 0.9, all of the instances
reaches 90% conformity regardless of how many fixed-strategy agents there are. The
fixed-strategy agents are in these cases therefore useful for manipulating the local
conventions.

However, for separation degrees of 0.6 and 0.5, the curve drops steeply and at
around 10% of fixed-strategy agents almost zero of the instances reached a conformity
of 90%. It should be noted that similar curves are shown for even lower separation
degrees as well. Intuitively this makes sense since looser community structures means
that agents are going to communicate a lot with agents from other communities. This
means that they are going to be affected by teachers from different communities with
different fixed actions. This will make it difficult for any local conventions to emerge. It
is possible that local conventions emerge eventually, but more than 100,000 iterations
can be considered an unreasonable amount.

An interesting case is when the separation degree is 0.7. The curve follows the
lower separation degrees in the beginning but at around 15% of fixed-strategy agents
the curve starts to go upwards again. Exactly why this happens is not clear. We
hypothesize that the reason is that with enough fixed-strategy agents and still an enough
level of compactness of the communities, the fixed-strategy agents are just convincing
enough to the agents of their own community while not interfering too much with
agents of the other communities in order for local conventions to emerge in the
communities. Further research would be needed to explain this with more certainty.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

The work performed in this paper has investigated how fixed-strategy agents affect the
local convention emergence in networks with community structures. One of the con-
clusions is that more fixed-strategy agents will make the local conventions emerge

Fig. 4. The figure shows the percentage of instances (simulations) that ended up reaching 90%
conformity after 100,000 iterations while varying the number of fixed-strategy agents and the
separation degree.
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faster. This is however not always true. For very small amounts of fixed-strategy agents
(around 1% to 3%) the local conventions will emerge slower. Also, only a few fixed-
strategy agents (around 4%) are enough to convince almost all of the communities to
conform to their fixed action. At about 7%, all of the communities are convinced.
Exactly at which percentages these events happen depends on the parameters of the
network, but the general tendency is the same.

Placing fixed-strategy agents randomly or based on the agents that have the most or
least number of neighbours does not make any significant difference to the speed at
which local conventions emerge. This is valid for random graphs generated by the
Gaussian random partition generator when the number of neighbours that each agent
has do not vary too much.

For compact community networks (with separation degrees of 0.8 or 0.9) the fixed-
strategy agents are helpful and make the communities conform faster. For networks
with loose community structure (with separation degrees of 0.6 or less) the fixed-
strategy agents will make it impossible for local conventions to emerge in the
communities.

There are multiple ways in which future work can be conducted. Increasing the
variance of the number of neighbours that each node has for the networks used in this
paper, or using some other type of network, e.g., scale free network, is one. Another
continuation could be to explore exactly what happens with the network when it is on
the edge of having compact or loose community networks, i.e. when the separation
degree is 0.7. Yet another interesting continuation could be to see what happens when
fixed-strategy agents are introduced after some iterations have already gone by, or
removing them after some iterations.
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